Introduction to 6.0 Scoring System

In the 6.0 system, judges give
each skater an overall “score”
between 0.0 and 6.0
Bigger numbers are better
The score represents their
overall assessment of the
skater’s performance
For some types of events a
SINGLE score is awarded to
each skater, for other types 2
scores are awarded
If 2 scores, then one is a score
for the TECHNICAL aspects of
the performance and one is for
the PRESENTATION

When the event is over, each judge’s scores
are sorted into descending order
If the event had 2 scores awarded for each skater,
the values are added to form a total score which is
used for sorting

The resulting sorted “place value” (or rank)
for each skater is called that Judge’s
ORDINAL for that skater
From this point forward, only ORDINAL
values are used in placing the skater.
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This eliminates any bias due to a judge who
places consistently too high, too low, or who
has an overly broad or narrow “range” of
marks.

There is always an odd number of judges; typically 3 or 5 nowadays.
We do not average the scores, we do not throw out the high or the
low. We look for a reflection of the majority opinion, ignoring
scores which are not part of a majority assessment.
In the simplest case, the skater with the most 1’s wins. The skater
with the most 2’s gets the Silver medal, and so on.

Of course, its never REALLY that simple…

First Place:
Usually pretty straightforward. Whoever gets a majority of “1’s” gets it

Second Place
Once you’ve figured out First Place, you can take that skater “out of the
pot”. You look at the remaining skaters. You mentally change
remaining “1” votes into “2’s”. Then you find the skater with a majority
of “2’s”. That skater gets Second Place.

Third Place, and lower
You do these by the same mechanism you did Second Place. You always
convert “remaining” higher valued scores to the value of the level you’re
looking for. Then you look for a majority at that level.

Majority ??

Majority Rules !
Majority does not mean “Most”.
To earn a place, you must have MORE THAN HALF of the votes
representing that place

Totally Simple.
Lili got 4 1’s which is a majority,
and earns First place
See the “4/1” to the right of her
ordinals?? That means we were
looking for “1” and got 4 of them.

Jessica got 1 1st place vote, 3 2nd place votes, and 1 3rd place vote. But since we’re
now looking for 2’s, we count the 1 as if it were cast as a 2. So we say she has 4 2’s,
more than anyone else – so she earns the Silver medal.
See the “4/2” to the right of her ordinals?? That tells you we were looking for “2”
and we found 4 of them

No and Greater Majority
In this example, no skater has a
Majority of 2’s
Both Emma and Kacie have 2
ordinals that would be counted as
“2”, but nobody has 3 ordinals that
could be counted as “2”.
Since nobody has at least 3 2’s (a
majority on a 5-judge panel), we
look for 3’s instead (NO majority)
Here, we see that Emma has 5 ordinals that would count as a “3”, and Kacie only
has 4 (notice the legends “5/3” and “4/3” on the right side.
Since Emma has a GREATER MAJORITY at the current level than Kacie, she
takes 2nd place and Kacie earns 3rd place

Total of Majority
When looking for “2’s” we find 2
skaters with 3 ordinals which count
as 2 (see the “3/2?)
This apparent tie is resolved by looking for the Total of Majority
When there is an apparent tie at the level for which we are counting, you add
up the ACTUAL values of the marks which you COUNTED as the target value.
So here, Madalynn has 3 “2’s” (the 2, 1, and 2 which are circled). We add their
actual values up to get a total of 5 (see the “TOM 5”?)
Sara’s 3 “2’s” (the 2, 2, and 2 which are circled) add up to 6 (see the “TOM 6?”)
So in this example Madalynn, with the LESSER Total of Majority earns the
higher placement.

Total of Ordinals
Here, when looking for
2nd place, we had 2
skaters each with 3 “2’s”

Applying TOM rules we find that each has a TOM of 4 (Brittany has (1 + 2 + 1 = 4)
and Natalie has (1 + 1 + 2 = 4). So TOM is unable to resolve the tie.
So now we total the actual value of ALL of the ordinals and find that:
• Brittany receives a total of (1 + 3 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 10) see the “TO 10” note
• Natalie recieves a total of (4 + 1 + 1 + 3 + 2 = 11 ) see the “TO 11” note
So Brittany, with the lesser total receives the better placement, based on Total of
Ordinals

Interesting Tidbit

It is interesting to note here that the 2nd and 3rd place skaters actually got more “1”
votes than the skater who placed 1st.
None of the 3 skaters had a MAJORITY of 1’s though, so they don’t count. If you
really study the results you will recognize that more judges thought the first place
skater should place WELL, even though only one of them thought the skater should
earn Gold.
That’s the way the system is intended to work, and you should understand this in
case anyone questions it when they see it on the wall.

Really Tied !!

Here, in this final example, when looking for 3rd place we have 2 skaters each
with 3 3’s. Applying TOM each skater gets (3+3+2 = 8) points, so TOM
cannot resolve the tie. Applying TO, each skater gets (3 + 3 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 16)
points, so TO cannot resolve the tie. So the skaters are just…. TIED !!

